
Cub Scouts Breakout Session 

Using Scoutbook & Welcoming New 
Families



Benefits to using Scoutbook
• Communication Tool

• Texting (Stateside)

• Event Calendar

• Reminder Manager

• RSVPs

• Track Progress

• Manage Recognition and Advancement



Scoutbook Tips & Tricks
❖ The username and password for scoutbook.scouting.org and my.scouting.org 

should be the same.

❖ Changing a Cub’s or Leader’s membership information in Scoutbook will NOT 
stick. Changes to roles and membership information, etc. should take place in 
my.scouting.org…then give it 24 hours to show in Scoutbook.

❖ Create an “Inactive” den for those that are not really active in your Pack 
anymore. This keeps them on your radar until they transfer or quit and helps 
filter them out of the Advancement reports when you go to order items.

❖ Transfers do not happen in Scoutbook. Go to my.scouting.org to initiate a 
transfer. Tell families to have the adult transfer the youth first, then themselves 
once the youth transfers are complete.



Scoutbook Features
On Your Dashboard, you see…
All of the units you are connected to whether through family or volunteer 
role.

All of the youth you are a leader for OR you are connected to (ie. 
Cubmaster, Treasurer, etc.)

Messages - Send, Inbox, Deleted (Check that inbox!)

Events - takes you to Upcoming, Calendar, Create New, Import/Export

Reports Menu - Most Used: Needs Approval, Needs Purchasing, Needs 
Awarding



Messages
You can only send to adults on the roster in Scoutbook (if they 
haven’t opted out).

You can attach files and insert a list of upcoming events that is 
pulled from your unit calendar.

NEW

You can create a Group and Save/Delete the Group

You can include names or a Youth Protection Notice

You can keep message content to send to another unit



Events - Create New Event
Remember to:

Enable the RSVP function so people can respond

Encourage people to Post a Comment on the Event if you need an accurate head count that 
includes extra adults or siblings

Click on Manage Reminders and strategically select the dates you would like reminders to be 
emailed out to members.

Manage Advancement if you’d like OR just state the objective in your text.

Go back into existing events that you have set up and invite NEW people! They want to be 
informed and included and Scoutbook will not automatically add them to the invitee list. They 
need to be manually added!

Email people separately that have issues with the platform so they are informed.



Calendar
Consider color coding your dens 
according to rank colors. This used 
to be accurate and can easily be 
edited in the system. This make it 
easier to track when you are looking 
at the calendar and seeing multiple 
den events across the dates.



Managing Advancement
Within a den or pack, use the Reports Menu - Needs Approval & 
Needs Awarding

Use the Quick Entry feature to mark multiple requirement 
completions for more than one Cub at a time - This saves you time!

Someone with Pack Admin Rights is able to use a Quick Entry feature 
for Awards as well.

Recognizing Cubs in a timely manner is an important component of 
the program. Being organized in the system and will orders and actual 
awards makes a huge difference. Be prepared!



Welcoming New Members
• Have something for kids to do while adults meet

• Communication is key

• Be honest about program costs

• Hand them a calendar

• Give them a checklist

• Assist them with uniforms

• Capture information to follow up



Communication with New Members
Obtain emails and phone numbers.

Be available for Q&A.

CC and CM need to connect the family with the DL and T ASAP.

Add them to WhatsApp chats/BAND/Signal, etc. Connect them on Scoutbook.

Most families want to know WHEN and HOW MUCH.

Explain that Tigers and Lions require an Adult Partner at everything.

ASK those 4th and 5th Graders how old they are and consider what is best for the 
Cub - If they are about to turn 11, guide them to a Troop! Each individual situation 
should be considered. Know and share the requirements to join a Troop.



Uniforms
Have your leadership determine requirements. If someone joins well 
into 5th Grade, maybe you can find uniform pieces to borrow from 
someone else for ceremonies. Maybe you borrow a full blue uniform 
for a new Bear to use from March - May instead of buying a new one.

Do you have a Lending Closet? When will it be available?

List what they need to purchase from the scout shop in detail. 
Consider the handbook - necessary? Does your unit provide the TAC 
strip or Unit Numerals?  How about a Unit T-Shirt? 



New Family Checklist



Calendars


